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TIle CSIRO Institute of Animal Production and Processing has been developing 
economic evaluation techniques to assist in the selection of research prqjects.Most. 
involve fairly standard applications of spreadsheet models to estimate gains to 
individual representative finns from the adoption of new technologies and then to 
aggregate these gains through an Edwards and Freebairn approach to estimate total 
welfare gains and. their distribution between producers and consumers. One of the 
greatest improvenlentsin cost effectiveness has resulted from modelling the impact 
of a range of alternative technOll.gies on an industry at the same time. 

However several developments in the way CSlRO have applied these models have 
allowed us to reduce the time and cost in doing evaluations, the consistency with 
which evaluation results can be compared and their acceptance by those with no 
fonnal economic training. Other modificat.ions have made the models more easy to 
use while retaining their robustness. 

In these models an allowance has b~en made for the increasing responsiveness ·of 
producers to research innovations through time. Because gains stemming from 
productivity improvements in the prnuary or processing sectors of an industry are 
gradually passed onto consumers through tllne~ use of just one measure of supply 
responsiveness will either under or over estimate the gains to that sector, depending 
on the time period to which the measure relates. Account has also been taken of the 
possibility of obtaining the technology elsewhere at some time in the future. If such a 
possibi1itye~ists, then ignoring it could result in estimated benefits to the industry 
being grossly over stated. The fmal modification included in the model was to 
incorporate a method of economic risk IDlalysis so that uncertainty surrounding 
variable estimates could be used to .add value to prospective project evaluations rather 
than detract from their perceived accuracy. 

I Contributed paperpreseotednt the 36th AnnuaJ conference of the Austr.dianAgricuHuml 
Economics So<:iteYt Australian NAtional University, Canberm, lO·12Fcbruary. 1992. 
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COST EFFECTIVE EX-ANTE PRO.IECTEV Al..UATION2 

BACK(;ROUNI> 

In recent times CSIRO has placed greater emphasis on laking account of stakeholder 
interests in scientific research and development. To this end, CSIROhaswidened it<; 
evaluation review process with each of the six Institutes developing .review processes 
appropriate. for the areas of research with which they deal. 

At the organisation level a "Priority Setting Frameworkt!hasbeen developed and is 
based on group census techniques (CPO 1990). TIle method allows the 
"attractiveness" of research and development in specific .areasto be assessed against 
the IIfeasibility" of successfully doing the research and development in Australia. This 
method ha,<;been of immense value in identifying R&D opportunities and allocating 
expenditures accordingly. 

At the more applied end of the .research spectrum, the Institute of Animal Production 
:md Processing (lAPP) has developed eX-ante evaluation models to assist in the 
estimation of the expected payoff from specific research proposalsJ• Throughout the 
course of a research program, many opportunities for the commercial development of 
technologies are identified and the evaluation models can be used to .a<;sess their 
commercial viability. Because a great number of research programs are undertaken 
within lAPP each yea.r, it is essential that evaluation models are cost effective in their 
application, provide consistentestimatesQf project payoff and are cobust. 

TIle ex-ante evaluation models which have been developed in lAPP are based on .the 
framework developed by Edwards and Freebainl (1984), and several modifications 
have been made to .improve the accuracy of the results obtained. By setting up 
spreadsheet driven generic models for specific industries,it has been possible to 
undertake evaluation of research proposals in a cost effective In1UlJ}er. Furthennore, it 
has been relatively straight forward to build sophisticated models which can be easily 
understood by non-economists. should such an understanding be required. 

lAPP's approach has differed from that of Page and Walsh (1991) in that in pursuing 
the need for widespread acceptance of the models by non-economists we .have not 
traded off accur~cy for simplicity. Many "Back ·ofthe Hand" ~Ulalyses ignore the 
impact ofincreJsed productivity on output prices and rely simply on the estimation of 
output ch,ulges which could result from technological improvements. DavisiUld 
Bantilan (1991) show (hut care .is needed .in the estimation of supply shifts resulting 

2 The infonnalcomments provided by Mr .Drew Collins from ABARE are great.lyappreciated. 
N.lturally however,. all remaining errors in tlate; .papcr arc thercsponsibiJity of the authors. 

3 lAPP also undertakes e.x-postc analyses. A portfolio of ex-posle andcx·;mte evaluiltionsare being 
undenakeneach year toaJlow bcUerprioritysetting, bener focussing and managcmcnt<'lfrcscarch 
programs tJirough timc,bctter managcmeut of technology tran.~fcr to spccdadoplion and 
commercialisation and toattrnct more .rc.scarch fund~thrQugh more effeclive marketing of ollr 
services to both private iimls and public agencies. 
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frOi'll technological change. Yi(!ld increases resulting from technological change need 
to be translated into cost decreases. taking into account enterprise substitution effects. 
TIlUS, in cases where supply and demand interactions are considered the use of 
horizontal supply shift assumptions .can reduce the accuracy of the evaluation. In 
comparison, vertical supply shift assumptions reduce the scope f()r error [and 
enhances the] understanding of the impaclo/ the technological challge (Davis & 
Bantilan 1991, p. 13). 

The main benefit however, of using the Edwards & Freebaim (l994) framework i., 
that the distribution of research benefits across different producer and consumer 
groups.canbeidentified. Because.many Australian agricultural industries .are export 
oriented, some of the gains from productivity improvements in Australia are 
appropriated by overseas consumers. When research is being financed partly or 
wholly by industry groups, say for example through one of the many research and 
development corporations .in Australia, it is appropriate to evaluate the gains to the 
industrygroupconcemed as well as consumer benefits generated domestically or 
overseas. 

For the evaluation models developed within lAPP, three main modifications to the 
Edwards & Freebaim framework have been made. The first modification was to 
allow for the increasing responsiveness of supply through time rather than using one 
measure of supply response across all periods in which benefits are I ikely to be 
generated. The second modification was to allow for the possibility that the research 
would be undertaken by another organisation, and the third was to incorporate 
methods of risk .analysisinto the evaluation models. It is not the intention of this 
paper to explain in the detail the structure of lAPP's evaluation Inodels, but rathc!r to 
concentrate on the modifications stated above. For illustrative pUIposes, gains from 
productivity improvements in the Australian wool industry are considered. 

RES.,ONSIVENESS OF SUPI'LY 

Through time the respon')iveness of supply increases as suppliers are more able to 
increase production levels and alter the mix ·of inputs used. However. in the 
application of the framework to research evaluation problems only one measure of 
supply response is generally considered (see for example, Farquharson (J 991), Gross 
et aI (1991), Chudleigh (1991) and Haynes et at (1986». In asunilar modelling 
approach, both Mullen & Alston (1990) and Morris et al (1991) also made the 
assumption that the .responsiveness of supply is constant through time. (As an aside, 
Mullen and Alston (1990 p. 107) demonstrated that under a pariulel supply shift 
assumption the choice of the functional fonn of supply leads to only small err()r~~of 
approximatltmand therefore the Edwards & Freebainl framework is more robust thall 
previously thought.) 

Under the Edwards & Freebaim framework it can be shown .that the reduction in 
price following a productivity gain which results ina vertical shift downwards of .the 
supply curve is greater the more responsive is the supply response relative to the 
responsiveness of demand. If it is aliSl!med that both supply and. demand are linear, 
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the supply shift is parallel and the .cost.saving is given by K, then the new equilibrium 
price (Pi) can be expressed as follows: 

where po is the pre-shift equilibrium price of output and E$ and Ed are supply and 
demand elasticities respectively. Given that Ed is negative;. then asE" increases 
(becomes more responsive) pi approaches (PO~K). Conversely, as Ell decreases,pl 
approaches PO. 

Using the Edwards & Freebaim (1984) derivation of the gain in producer surplus 
(~S): 

(2) LiPS = O.5[ K - ( po - pi )](Qo - QI ) , 

it can be shown thata~ pi approaches (P<I - K), aPS approaches zero. 

lfprojects are evaluated from CSIRO'sperspective, the gains to overseas consumers 
should be ignored as they do not represent a return to CSIRO stakeholders who are 
the people of Australia. The extent to which gains toCSlRO stakeholders 4U:e over or 
under stated by including gains to overseas consumers in estimation of total benefits, 
will depend on the time period considered in the evaluation and lhemeasure of supply 
response used. To illustrate these potential differences the Australian wide sheep lice 
model developed by T~lleb and Collins (1992) was used to estimate'the gains to 
producers in Australia from a 10% increase in wool cut per sheep in the wheat-sheep 
zone, assuming that no additional production costs were incurred. Results are 
presented in Table 1 for a one offpennanentincrease of 10%. 

TIle results presented in Table 1 are consistent with the findings of Edwards and 
Freebaim (1982) who were able to show that as the responsiveness of supply 
increases relative to the responsiveness of demand a smaller portion of the total gains 
will be captured within the producing sector •. In situations where long run supply 
ela~ticities are used, the gains to the producing sector will be understated, more so the 
shorter the ev(l.luation period used. On the other hand. if short run elasticities are used. 
total gains will be overstated. However, as the evaluation period is shortened, the 
e}ttent of the over estimation is reduced and can in fact understate the gain over a very 
short time period. 

Inre:!.Hty ~ adoption of new technologies is rarely instantaneous across all producers 
and tends (0 occur at a gradual pace through time (Rogers 1983). When project 
evaluations are undertaken it is the usual practice to estimate welfare gtlinsat the 
annual average rate of adoption and then multipJy these gains by the cumulative level 
of adoption in each year to derive an estimate of gains through time. If ~Ulnual 
measures of suppJyresponse are used this method will give incorrect results. 111is is 
because a supplyelasticitymea~ures the responsiveness of supply in a given year 
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from the year in which the productivity gain fust occurred. This problem can be 
better appreciated by examining the uptake of a technologyovt,'![ a three year period, 
as reported in Table 2. 

Table 1 : Producer surplus gains from a 10% increase in wool cut per he~d in .the 
wheat sheep zone! Under different measures. of supply response Ca) :$m 
Year 

I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
TOTAL 

Annual Ea 

407 
393 
372 
350 
331 
315 
303 
294 
287 
280 
273 
269 
264 
261 
257 
254 
253 
250 
249 
248 
5912 

331 
331 
331 
331 
331 
331 
331 
331 
331 
331 
331 
331 
331 
331 
33.1 
331 
331 
331 
331 
331 
6620 

(a) Elac;ticity estimates were taken from Dewbrect at (1985). 
Note : Annual benefits are not discounted. 

Long runEs 

248 
248 
248 
248 
248 
248 
248 
248 
248 
248 
248 
248 
248 
248 
248 
248 
248 
248 
248 
248 
4960 

Table.2 : Gains from the adoption of a new technology over a three year period 

Producers Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 
adopting 
tec1mology a (%) 

33 (a= 1 ) 
33 (a = 2) 
34(a=3 ) 

TOTAL GAIN 

PS3. 
PS22 

PS3. 

(a) It .has been ac;sufll(.'d that 33% of producers adopt the tcctmology in year I. 33% in year .2 and 34% 
inyear3. 

In ,my given year (t) producer surplus (PSt.> is given by the sum of the surplus 

accruing to those people (a) adopting the technology in that~Uld previous years. In 
year three for example there will be a .number of producers adopting the technology 
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for the fU'Sttime and the appropriate sppply dastic;ity to use fortlus group is E'. , 
where t=l. Also in that year there wlllbe a number of producers who .had .adoptedthe 
technology in year t=l(a=I), .and their gain in year three will be basedonasuppJy 
eJastiCityEI" where t=3. TIle total gain generated in any given year is simply the 
addition of surpluses accruing to each group of individuals adopting the technology in 
IDlY given year (I:~a=1 IPS'.]). The differences in estimated gains are illustrated in 
Figure 1 using the same produc~ivitygain estimate used previously ,butunderan 
adoption rateof5%a year fJvera twenty year period. 

The extent that gains are either over or understated will depend on the. evaluation 
period considered and the assumed annual measure of supply response used in the 
analysis. TIle total gains generated under a varying supply elastidty assumption for 
each year and for each group of adopters was estimated at $332601 over the twenty 
year period. In contrast, ·as shown in Figure I, when no allowance was made fot the 
different groups adopting at different times (ie. only one measure ofE\. was used in 

ea~h year) the total gain was estunatedat only $2825 .. For .comparative pprposes, the 
gain in producer surplus is also provided using a 5 year and long run measure of Esin 

each year over the twenty year period considered. 

Figure! : Estimates of producer surplus under different supply elasticity assumptions 
: Bear: .$mil. 

350 

300 

250 " 

200 

150 

-".- Vary (a) 

., . "o,w_" ,. Vary (b) 

,--.'-- 5yr 

----0-- LA 

(a) Es varied by y",ar and group of adopters. 

(b) Ell varied by year only . 

However, a problem arises when the Edwards & Freebaim framework is used and 
supply response is varied through time. In the framework gains through time are 
based on shifts in equilibrium. levels of ouwut and prices from an initial equilibrium 
in t=O. TIle gains .accruing in year t=3 to first time adopters (a= I) should be basedQJ1 
equilibrium condition that would exist in t=2.ConsequentIy. in an evaluation where 
adoption is as$umed to occur .gradually through time, the supply curve needs to be 
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repositioned every ti.me a new group of producers are assumed to adopt the 
technology. 

R&nIN ()TIU~RORGANISATIONS 

The second modification which has been made to the Edwards & Freebaim 
frdlnework was to incorporate the possibility that any technological improvement 
could be made commercially available .fromother sources. From the viewpoint of 
CSIRO stakeholders it does u()t matter which Australian organisation actually 
undertakes the R&D and gets the technolQgy into the marketplace. Any benefits 
generated from the development. and marketing ·of new technol()gieswill be the same 
irrespective of which organisation makes it commerciallyavaUab1e. Furthermore, 
because it is the price of the .technology which affects gains to users, 110t who supplies 
the technology, it makes no difference to the users whether or nQtthe technoi()gy :is 
developed domestically or Internationally. This is an .importantconsideration for 
funding organisations where the stakeholders are solely the users of any .potential 
technolog ital improvement. 

Gross et at (1991) addressed this issue in their study on the gains from accelerating 
the commercial development of .a technology . .In the study they looked at the gains 
which could be made from injecting additional fUhdsinto .aR&D project so that a 
commercial product could be devel()ped sooner. If an evaluation is based on a 
comparison of an organisation either doing the R&D now or atalater dtite, or 
intensifying the current R&D effort, then both the advancement in linle of costs and 
benefits need 10 be considered.lllis would be the case in public organisations where 
one org~nisation, such as CSIRO,may be considef~ng doing the R&D at an earlier 
date than another publicly funded organisation. That is, in situations where the 
stakeholders of each or galli sat ion are the sante. However, it should be noted that if 
thereisa constraint on the an10unt of available capital, an allowance should be made 
to account for the different level of annual expenditure between doing the project 
sooner rather than later (Gittinger 1982). 

If an evaluation is to be made, based on a comparison of either doing or not doing the 
R&D within one organisation, WId tbe stakeholders .are the potential users, then only 
the delaY of benefits should be considered in the "without" Rc&D ca<;e. The implicit 
ac;sumption ,here is that the benefits would still be attained by the user group ut some 
time in the future without them having to undertake or finance the R&D. TItisisalso 
theca<;e if the technology is expected to be made available in the future fromoversea~ 
sources. 

In evaluation models developed by lAPP, the possibility of identified users obtaining 
technological improvements without the need for any public funding has been tenned 
the research lead time. In rmUlY instances the research lead time will be long. 
reflecting the international leadCSIRQ or other Australian research organisations 
have in a given area of research,or the lack of R&D being carried out Qverseas 
because, tor example, the .researchproblcm .may be unique to Australia. 
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In Figur(! 2 the .impactof different research lead times 00 proJect benefits Lc;ilIustrated 
usingthee~a111ple consi<Jeredpreviouslyofa 10% increase in wool cut per head in 
the Australian wheat-sheep zone. As can be .seen in Figute 2 there isa substantial 
reduction in estimated project benefits,as me~~;ured by theeconomicgain$to 
Australi~ when.shon research lead times exist. 

In situations where technology obsolescence (Lindner 1989) occurs before the end of 
the research lead time,the latter will have no bearing on the evaluation results. 

Figure 2: Impact ·of different research lead dmesonestimated. aIUlualproject benefits 
throu h time· cars·:: $m. 

300 

250 

200 

150 

100 

50 

RISK ANALYSIS 

[J 5yr 

• tOyr 

.30yr 

111e greatest problem facing analysts embarking on an ex-ante evaluation is not the 
availabiJityof ea()y to use androbu~1models,butrather~ uncertainty surrounding 
lU,U1y of the .key parameters whicbare required for the evaluation. Nonmtlly in an 
evaluation, the effect of uncertainty is handled through sensitivity analysis •. Individual 
parameters are varied one ata time and the impact on evaluation resuhs recorded. 
Inferences are then made 011 the "risks"associated with the project. However, when 
there are two or .more uncertain variables in the anaiysis,changing one variable and 
hQldingthe other variables constant can give misleading results (Department of 
'Finance 199 J ). 

To overcome the problem of a lack of certainty surrounding future events., a risk 
analysis software progrrun .@RISK (Palisade Corponltion 1990) was used in 
conjunction with the evaluation models developed by lAPP. 'Ille prognunis used as 
an add,.into either LOTUS 123 or EXCEL and enables estimated probability 
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distributions to be specified for uncertain parameters. A Monte Cad 0 simulation 
procedure ( ,or Latin Hypercube) is then used iteratively to select points at random 
from eilch~ .. pecified cumulative probability distribution. At each iteratiQnthe 
spreadsheet is~-solved .and. new solutions obtained. By carrying out a large number 
of iterations it is possibJeto derive frequency distributions for mea'iuresof project 
performance. such as net present value, benefit/cost ratio and intemalrllte of return. 

Apart from the ease at which the risk analysis program can be incorporated into 
spread sheet driven evaluadon models, estimated probability distributions can usmllly 
be easily obtained. The infomlutionrequired for the rdnge ·of probability distributions 
available with @RISK is 11\inimal. For example, jf a .trirulgular probability 
di~1ribution is a*;Swned.subjective judgements are onlyreql1ired for the upper and 
lower limit of the distribution and the value of the mode .. In the ca5e of a norm;d 
probability distribution, estimates are only required for the rneanand standard 
deviation. Agood.application of @RISK to fann level decision maldng .can be found 
lllFarquharson (1991). 

Using the increase in wool cut per head .example discussed previously, an evaluation 
was carried out ana hypothetical R&D .project, costing $5m over 5 yearS,to achieve 
the increase in wool cut. For ilJustrativ.epurposes several assumptions regarding ~~'le 
value and probability distribution of key variables have been made. Tht~s~: 
assumptions are reported in Table 3. Three probability distributions were used, a 
triangular (Tri) , unifonn (Uni) and nonnal (Noml). ll1e distributions Wc:!fe 
incorporated into the wool evaluation spreadsheet and solved to estimate the net 
present value and benefit cost ratio of the proposed investment. Areal discount .rate 
of 5% was also assumed. 

Table 3 : Evaluation assumption 
Parruneter Fn .Mean 

Productivity gain (%) 
R&D success (%) 
Adoption lag (years) 
Adoption rate (%) 
Adoption ceiling (%) 
Research lead 

Tri 
Tri 
Uni 
Nann 
Tri 
Tri 

J7 
57 
15 
5 
55 
12 

so Min Mode Max 

5 20 25 
30 60 80 
10 20 

25 60 80 
5 10 2() 

=t=il=n=e=.(~y=e~=rr=s=)================================================= 
Note :Fn stand.~ forprobabilily distribution functions lrianguhu (Tn), ·unifonll (Uni) and nomlat 
(Nonn). SD stands for standard <f,~vialion. 

The distribution of expected project net benefits is illustrated in Figure 3. TIle 
variation around the mean ,is indicated in each year by the top 90% WId bottom 10% 
of values. A visual appraisal of the distribution of returns, or measures of project 
perfonnance (see Figure 4), can provide decision ma1c.ers with a better understiUlding 
of the underlying "upside" and "downside" risks of the investment. TIle statistical 
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output of the @RISK simulation .aJso allows a more rigorous analysis of thereslllts. 
and their distribution, shouldsuchrigour be required. 

TQP=' ?OPer~ Center: 'Mean Bottom: 1 Perc'¥. I' Cell". on X~I. :' ~ " : • I 

Fi lure 4 : Distribution estimated for benefit cost ratio of the 

.' 

''' ..... - ...... f· .. 
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CONCLUDING COMMENTS 

With the sophistication of spreadsheet programs over the P;,tSt decade it has been 
possible to build evaluation models which are robust and usable by non-economists. 
The strength of these models lies in the degree of sophistication which can be 
included and the speed at which they can be run. Apart from being able to ,feduce the 
costs of doing ex-ante evaluations, a rigorous approach increases the likelihood that 
better infonnation is collected in the flfSt place. To assist researchers in the collection 
of infonnation, lAPP has developed generic models for the Australian sheep and 
cattle industries. Detailed infonnationon production foons the base up on which all 
evaluations are carried out. In an evaluation, the likely impact of.a given R&D project 
on the industry is simulated, and returns to the relevant stakeholders estitnated. 

The models developed hy lAPP are based on the Edwards & Freebairn framework. It 
has been possible to incorporate the changing responsiveness of supply through time 
into these lnodels to better account for the capture of benefits to Australian producers 
and consumers through time. If a medium teon measure of supply response (say 5 
years) is used in an evaluation then it is possible that the estimation of benefits could 
be grossly over stated. The extent of the error will depend on the time period under 
consideration. Allowances have also been 't· '1de for the possibility of obtaining R&D 
outputs elsewhere, thereby avoiding the ~ "ss over estitnation of benefits which can 
be attributed to a particular R&D project if R&D being carried out in other 
organisations is ignored. To account for the uncertainty surrounding future events a 
risk analysis prorcam has been used to assess the underlying risks of proposed 
projects. 

Further cost savings, or more widespread use of evaluation models, could be achieved 
if much of the base infonnation was readily available to analysts. Duplication of 
effort in collecting base data could be avoided if there was greater coordination 
between organisations undertaking ex-ante project evaluation. FurthemlOre, 
consistency between organisations would benefit those people making broader 
decision on R&D funding allocations4 • 

4 CSIRO bas been working with AClJ\R, ABARE, NSW Agriculture, theMRC, tbe WRDC and 
several universities to achieve greater co-ordination, and would welcome further interaction on 
these matters. 
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